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We are
THE GROUP (SINCE 1996)
The Rama Group of companies is a leading member of the Indian domestic 
panel industry. Since the Group's inception, we have always planned for the 
future with a highly dedicated team and achieved our ambitious goals with 
the help of a hi-tech infrastructure and result oriented after sales service. We 
have marketing offices all over India.

The Rama Group consists of two companies - Rama Boards LLP and Rama 
Panels Private Limited.

Rama Boards LLP
Rama Boards LLP is an ISO 9001:2008 certified company that has stood by its mission of serving society through 
industry. We are based in Satna, Madhya Pradesh and produce different products, having a wide range consisting 
of different grades of plywood, block boards, flush doors and particle board.

Rama Panels Private Limited
Rama Panels is a company that has a new modern plant in Rudrapur, Uttarakhand and enjoys advantages such as 
highly modernized machinery, expansive infrastructure and proximity to raw materials. The unit is ISO 9001:2008 
certified and is well reputed in the industry for its efficiency.

Doors in this way

We process your

Most Advanced & Sophisticated Technology is used to Manufacture RAMA DOORS

Every process of manufacturing passes through stringent quality controls (as per IS: 2202 
Part-1) which ensures RAMA Flush Door Dimensionally stable, Durable, Boror & Termite 
Protected, Elegant, Smooth and 100% Bolling Water Proof.

Borer & Termite Protected: The permanent type of preservative treatment is given 
to the hard wood batters & frames of RAMA Flush Doors through Vaccum Pressure 
Impregnation Treatment Plant along with the cross bands as per IS: 1401 (1982) 
specification. Strong anti tormite & anti borer chemicals are also mixod in the glue, which 
reaches every cell of the cross bands due to the even spread of rasin which make RAMA 
Flush Doors resistant to attacks by termites, fungus & other wood destroying micro- 
organisms.

Kiln Seasoned: Battens & Frames in RAMA Flush Door are made of selected single 
species hard wood which are uniformly dried & sterilized in Auto Controlled imported 
Kiln Seasoning Chamber strictly as per IS: 1141 (1993) specification

Zero Gap Block Board Construction: Block Board construction is made by Automatic 
Block Board Composer to make Zero Gap

Thick Cross Bands & Face Veneer: Cross band in RAMA Flush Door are manufactured 
using specially selected single species hard wood timber which is uniformly dried to the 
required moisture as per 18: 1141 (1993) in electronic thermic fluid dryer. Cross bands 
are further tandorted in tendering machine to make RAMA Flush Door stress free. Doors 
are over laid with Thick Face Veneer of 'A' Grade & Hot Pressed

(IS: 2202 Part-1)



Salient Features:

100% Boiling Water Proof:
The bonding in RAMA Flush Door is done by "In-House" 
manufactured special undiluted and extended phenol 
formaldehyde synthetic resin as per IS: 848 (1974) specification. 
This gives RAMA Flush Door long lasting 100% Bolling Water 
proof bonding under most severe tropical climatic conditions.

Dimensionally Stable:
RAMA Flush Doors are Pre-pressed in Cold Press Machine 
before Hot Press & then given a special treatment after 
coming out from hot press to releve it from extemal stresses 
developed during process of pressing at higher temperature 
and pressure which makes RAMA Flush Doors dimensionally 
stable within the tolerance limit.

Lock Rails:
RAMA Flush Doors are provided with extra lock rais as par IS: 
2209 in the center to hold the lock properly to make RAMA 
Flush Doors duly secured. The lock rail position can be changed 
accordingly to requirement
 
Testing & Quality control:
RAMA Flush Doors are rigorously tested in the fully developed 
state of the art RAMA Laboratory as per IS: 4020 (Part 11 to 
17): 1994
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High shock & bulking resistance.

Uniform thickness

No twisting at the time of fitting

High screw holding capacity

Easy to handle & easy in fitting

Plain & smooth surface.

Super strong & lifelong durable.

Free from corrugation & unevenness.

Excellent insulating properties
to keep out heat & deaden sound.

Boiling Water Proof & Delamination free.

Construction 
of Flush Door



                RAMA Door are supplied in all standard sizes & thickness as given in ISI and mentioned below:

Length (in mm) Width (in mm) Thickness (in mm)

1840 690 30

1910 760 32

1980 840 35

2060 920 40

2140 990 45

Rama Flush Door : Flush Doors available with external or internal Lipping, louvers,
  vision panel, Double Leaf as per requirement. 
 
Rama Fire Retardant Door : Available in 30/60/120 minute Fire Retardant Property 
 
Core Material Options : Solid timber core, Re-constituted wood core, tubler core, honey comb core 
 
Face Material Options : Available in Commercial, Teak, Natural, Recon & other
  Decorative veneer Faces, Laminates etc as per requirement. 

*can also be manufactured in specific size & thickness as per requirement

It takes RAMA’s unflinching dedication, Research & 
Development. New Ideas & Specialised Knowledge 
to build a door that is not just solid from inside, solid 
from outside, but also which is sold on the pocket. 
Here's How we present RAMA FIRE RETARDANT 
DOOR

RAMA Fire retardant door, just like an ordinary door, 
needs to be opened, closed, locked, latched bolted, 
cleaned and maintained. At the same time, unlike 
an ordinary door. RAMA fire resistant door is power 
packed with anti fire characteristics, display robust 
construction with capabilites to take on a wide 
assortment of fitments, glazed panels & ironmongery

RAMA Door fitted with smoke seals require far greater 
opening forces. RAMA Fire retardant resistant door 
therefore is able to make on that extra pressure

During the process of manufacturing FR door, the 
wooden block board core/fire core board along 
with cross band and veneer are subject to a special 
chemical treatment as per relevant IS specifications 
in a Vacuum Pressure Impregnation Plant

Fire Retardant Door

Product Range



Moulded Panel Doors
Available in Primer & Decorative finish
 
RAMA Moulded Panels Door Manufactured from 100% fully seasoned hardwood they offer durability like 
solid wood without having to spend as much. The HDF Door skin having 60-70% fillers, being moulded 
with the core promotes permanency while the FF grade bonding agent gives excellent product stability. 
 
Ready to fit RAMA Doors, gives you access to the entire, original collection. Available in a variety of styles, 
finishes and textures, RAMA doors are exquisitely designed to match the overall décor of your home, interior 
& exterior.

RAMA DOOR elegance are manufactured so as to resist warping, shrinking & cracking and are available in 
standard size.

Size: As per requirement 
Thickness: 30mm, 35mm 

(*can also be manufactured in 
specific size & thickness 
as per requirement)

                RAMA Door are supplied in all standard sizes & thickness as given in ISI and mentioned below:

Length (in mm) Width (in mm) Thickness (in mm)

1840 690 30

1910 760 32

1980 840 35

2060 920 40

2140 990 45

 

Product Range
 
RAMA Moulded Panel Door: 
Available with HDFskin, in 2, 
4 & w6 Panels of any texture 
& design such as White, Ash, 
Mapel, Red Walnut, Cherry, 
Teak etc.



Care Reason

Always store the doors in a dry, clean and pucca 
covered, that it is minimum 9mm from surface

To prevent from warping, bending and floor, stack 
sotwisting

Use seasoned treated hardwood for doorframes & 
apply wood preservative on the door and frames

To prevent distortion in door frames and also to 
reduce risks of termite & powder infection.

Ensure 6mm teak wood lipping on doorframes To increase aesthetic look and also to protect from 
termite, moisture etc

Ensure that the doorframes are at right angles to one 
another. Always use four hinges of equal length and 
equal distance

To get proper alignment between door panel & frame

Ensure that the gap between the door and finished 
from undesirable friction.

To get optimum thermal & acoustical performance & 
also to protect floor does not exceed 5mm

Preventive Measures

List of our Prestigious Customers 
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Credentials




